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Delaware

Application May 26, 1933, Serial No. 672,961
19 Claims. (CI. 235-144)
My invention relates to calculating mechanism, umn register for use with the Well-known Elliott
and more particularly to improvements in Zero Fisher writing-computing machine of commerce,
but it is to be understood that the invention is
Setting mechanism for registers.
The main object of my invention is to provide not restricted to use with this type of register
an efficient zero setting mechanism of relatively alone, as will presently appear.
The register parts are enclosed in a casing
few parts and inexpensive construction adapted
for incorporation in a register of the denomi (Fig. 1) formed by a base 2, side Walls 3, and a
cover plate 4, provided in the upper front portion
national, reversible wheel type.
Specifically, my invention seeks to provide sim thereof with the usual sight opening 5. Adjacent
O ple and practical clutch devices on the denomi the sight opening 5 is a series of denominational 10
national Wheels of such a register, and on the value-indicating Wheels 6, bearing the usual Sym
shaft of said wheels, respectively, together with bols, '0' to '9', and freely rotatable on a shaft 7.
clutch control and shaft-rotating mechanism Subjacent the wheels 6 is a series of denomina
operative under control of a manual Zero Setting tional, toothed number wheels 8, designed to
lever, and by a sequence of quick operations, to be selectively operated, clockwise for adding and lis
first clutch the wheels to the shaft, and Subse counter-clockwise for subtracting, by the master
quently to rotate the shaft to effect a Zero Set wheel 9 of the Elliott-Fisher machine, in a man
ting operation after rotation of the wheels in ner Well-known and requiring no explanation.
Walue-indicating and number wheels, 6 and 8, of
either direction.
Other and subordinate objects will appear when corresponding denomination are geared together 20
the following description and claims are read in by means of gears O and (see also Fig. 4) fast
on said Wheels, 6 and 8, respectively, and an in
the light of the accompanying drawings.
termediate idler gear 2. A centering and over
In the drawings:
Figure 1 is a view in side elevation, parts show throw preventing roll 3 (Fig. 1) mounted upon
25
25 ing in Section, of a register equipped with a pre an arm 4, tensioned by a Spring 5, is provided
ferred embodiment of my invention, one side plate for each number wheel 8.
The register is equipped with transfer mecha
of the register being removed to disclose the
mechanism, the parts being shown in normal nism of the type featured in U. S. Patent No.
1,576,961, issued to Harry A. Foothorap, March
position.
Fig. 2 is a vertical section taken on the line 2-2 16, 1926, and includes a series of transfer heads, 30
30
one of which is shown at 6, cooperating with
of Fig. 1 and drawn to an enlarged Scale.
Fig. 3 is a detail view taken Substantially on the number wheels 8 and mounted on a shaft fl
the line 3-3 of Fig. 2, illustrating one of a series to rock in opposite directions, respectively, from
of denominational wheels of the register, a shaft a Central normal position. Each transfer head 35
6 is provided with a trip finger 8 engaged by
35 upon which the series of wheels are mounted,
together with cooperating clutch devices on the a transfer tooth, not shown, on a related num
Wheels and shaft, and a clutch control blade mem ber wheel 8, whereby said heads are tripped from
ber in the shaft, the parts being shown in normal central position in one direction or the other, as
the case may be, when the value-indicating wheels
clutch disengaging position.
Fig. 4 is a detail view in side elevation, with 6 are rotated from '9' to “0” registering position 40
40
parts showing in Section, illustrating, in dotted or Vice versa. ASSociated with each head 6 is
lines, an initial stage in the Zero Setting operation actuating mechanism, including an actuator lever
and, in full lines, a final stage of the said 9 pivoted at 29 to a stationary mounting 2, a
Suitably connected motor Spring 22 urging said
Operation.
Fig. 5 is a view similar to Fig. 3, with the parts lever 9 toward the axis of its head 6, and a link 45
45
23 connecting each head 6 and its actuator lever
shown in clutch engaging position.
Fig. 6 is a side elevation, partly in section, of the 19 to form therewith, in the normal position of
the head 6, a toggle lock resisting the urge of
aforesaid shaft.
Fig. 7 is a side elevation of the blade member. the motor Spring 22. Combined transfer pawls
and check dogs 24, tensioned by suitably connect 50
Fig. 8 is an end view of said member, and
50
Fig. 9 is a perspective view of a rocking ele ed. Springs 25, are provided at opposite sides of
ment forming part of the clutch control mech the axis of the heads 6 to engage the number
Wheel of next higher order and execute a trans
anism.
The register shown in the drawings as em ferring Operation thereon, as Will be clear. A de
SS
55 bodying my invention, is what is known as a col tent 26, pivoted as at 21, and tensioned by a
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spring 28 engages a roller 29 on each link 23 to
yieldingly hold said link and the aSSociated head
6 in normal central position,
A zero setting, or clearing lever 30, and a
toothed zero setting segment 3 are mounted on
a fixed pivot 32 and operatively connected, as by
the pin 33 and slot 34, to effect delayed oscillation,
vertically, of the segment 3 by forward and re
0.

verse movement of said lever 30. A collar 35 on
the shaft limits downward and upward move
ment of the segment 3 by contact with the inner

to free the slot 5 and thus enable engagement
of the clutch devices.

A rocking blade controlling element 6, (Figs.
9, 1, 2 and 4) including a pair of Spaced apart
levers 62, is pivoted at 63 to engage said levers
with the lateral guides 57 of the blade member
56 to move the latter in the opposite direction,
i. e., outwardly of the shaft 48 and thereby close
the slot 5 and effect disengagement of the clutch
devices. To permit proper engagement of one
lever 62 with its related guide 57, the hub of the
gear 49 is slotted as at 63 (Fig. 4). A spring 64

0.

edge of the segment and with a stop arm, 36. On
the latter, respectively.
A transferrestoring bail 37, including a toothed having its opposite ends connected to the ele
5 sector 38, is pivoted on a fixed shaft 39 for ment 6 at 65 and to a fixed stud 66, urges Said
toward an ineffective position against 5
movement against the action of a Suitably arr element
stop 67. Radial movement outwardly of the
ranged spring 40, to engage the levers f9 and re aclutch
blade member 56 to cause the
store the transfer mechanism to normal position. membercontrol
to
disengage
the toothed ends of the dogs
A rocking bail actuator 4 is pivoted at 42 and
20 operatively connected at 43 to said bail 3. A cam 54 from engagement with the side wall 52 of the
5, and to close the slot 5, is effected by Op 20
44 on the zero setting lever 30 engages a roller slot
eration
the zero setting lever 30, the cam. 44
45. on said actuator 4 to effect a transfer restor of Whichof is
to Operate upon an ex
ing operation upon movement in either direction, tension 68 on adapted
the element 6f, as follows:
of
the
lever
30,
and
prior
to
movement
of
the
Zero
In the normal position of the parts, that is to
25 setting segment 3f. A toothed restoring slide
say,
zero registering position of the Wheels 25
46 is geared to the toothed sector 38 by a pinion 6, asthe
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the shaft 48 is SO
47, and projects through the front Wall of the located
relatively to the number wheels 8 that
casing for operation by the carriage of the

Elliott-Fisher machine
30. stood
in the art.

in a manner well-under
The above-described cooperative arrangement

the slot 5 is in position to enable the toothed ends
of the dogs 54 to enter the same. The calm 44,
however, maintains the blade-controlling element
6 in its effective position in which the levers 62.
engage the ends of the lateral guides 57 of the
blade member 56 to project the latter outwardly
against the tension of its springs 58 so that the

30

of a Zero Setting lever, Zero Setting segment and
transfer restoring mechanism is featured in the
co-pending application of Harry A. Foothorap,
35. Serial No. 505,905, filed December 31, 1930, and
rounded edge of the blade 56 constitutes 35
no claim is made thereto herein, except insofar aouter
continuation of the periphery of the shaft 48,
as the: Zero Setting lever and Segment enter into in
the before-described clutch-disengaging posi
combination with other elements as hereinafter tion, and the Wheels 8 are free to rotate in either
defined.
40° Coming now to the Specific features of my in direction on said shaft. In this position of the
the free ends of the levers 62 one of which 40
vention, a Zero setting shaft 48, (Figs. 1, 2 and 4) parts,
passes through the slot 638 in the hub of the gear
for the number wheels 8, is journaled at one end 49, engage the walls of the kerfs 53 in the ends
in one side wall 3 of the casing f, the other end of the shaft to lock the shaft 48 in normal posi
having fast thereon a toothed pinion 49 meshing tion.
Upon initial forward movement of the Zero
45. with the zero-setting segment 3 and provided
setting lever 30, and prior to operation of the
with a hub 50 journaled in the other side Wall 3 of zero
setting segment 3, as shown in dotted lines
said casing. Clutch mechanism is provided be in Fig.
4, the cam 34 disengages the extension 68
tween the shaft 48 and number wheels 8, respec and frees
the blade-controlling element 6 for
tively, the clutch device on the shaft taking the movement
to ineffective position by its spring 65,
50: form of a longitudinally extending substantially
the blade member 56 is bottomed in 50
radial slot 5 in said Shaft, providing a clutch whereupon
the slot 5 of the shaft 56 by its springs 58 to
shoulder 52, (Figs. 3 and 5) and terminating at enable
before-described clutching action
the ends of the shaft in deep kerfs 53 extending (Fig. 4).theContinued
advance of the Zero Setting.
diametrically through the shaft (FigS. 2 and 6),
55: for a purpose presently seen. The clutch device lever 30 next operates the segment 3 down
Wardly to impart a complete rotation to the
On each of the totalizer. Wheels 8, includes a shaft 48 and Set any Wheel 6, registering other
clutch dog 54 pivoted intermediate its ends to the
Zero, back to Zero registering position, as
web of its wheel and is backed by spring 55, the than
Springs tending to urge the toothed ends of said shown in full lines in Fig. 4. Retraction of the
60 dogs into the slot 5i, and against Said shoulder zero setting lever 30 rotates the shaft 48 reversely
52, and a clutch control blade member 56 accom and idly as will be clear and at the end of this 60
modated in and bodily movable radially of said operation, the cam 4.3 returns the blade-con
slot in opposite directions to open and close the trolling element 6f to effective position to move
latter, respectively, and thereby enable engage the blade member 56 to cutch-disengaging posi
ment and effect diSengagement of the clutch de tion (Fig. 3) and to lock the shaft 48 against 65
vices. Blade member 56 is provided with laterally rotation.
extending guides 57 seated in the kerfs 53 to
The lateral guides 57 at the opposite ends of
limit endwise movement of the blade and to guide the clutch control blade 56 vary in length, for
the blade in its radial movement, as Well as to mechanical reasons, the right hand guide (Fig. 7)
70: prevent cocking, or skewing of the blade during being longer than the left hand guide, and it may
70

such movement. Springs 58 (Fig.2) are arranged be of slightly less breadth, as shown.
in co-acting, registering pockets 59 and 60 formed
As a result, the arms 62 of the blade-controlling
in the blade member 56 and the shaft 48, respec elements 6 are not in direct horizontal align
tively, to normally urge Said member in One di ment, the left hand arm 62 (Fig. 2), which is
rection, i. e., radially in Wardly of the shaft 48 the right hand arm in Fig. 9, being positioned
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3

Immediately thereafter, the stud 33 on the op
erating lever 30 contacts the left hand end of the
slot 34 (Fig. 1) and rocks the actuator segment
3 counter-clockwise, the segment, of course,
stood from the foregoing in connection with the turning
the clearing pinion 49 and clearing shaft
following disclosure.
It must be borne in mind that this invention has 48 in clockwise direction, through a complete
been particularly designed for use with an adding rotation.
The open-sided slot 5 of the shaft thus makes
and Subtracting totalizer, wherein the totalizer
Wheels 8 rotate in one direction or the other a complete Orbit and its shoulder 52 serves on
0. depending upon whether the amount is added to this counter-clockwise stroke, as a hunting clutch 0
or Subtracted from the amount already on the member to collect and gather together all the
totalizer, though not restricted in its use thereto. clutch dogs 54 and their wheels, in whatever
Therefore, the wheels may turn past the zero positions the latter may be.
In So doing, the slot 5 is presented to the dogs
point in either direction depending upon whether
5 the amount registered on the totalizer is posi 54, the teeth of which successively snap into the 15
slot under the tensions of their springs 55,
tive or negative in character.
Since the arms 62 normally lock the totalizer Whereupon the shaft 48 turns the wheels clock
shaft 8 in a predetermined position, where it is Wise as in adding amounts.
At the end of the counter-clockwise stroke of
held throughout a calculation, the slot 5i must
20 be normally closed to prevent the entry of the the operating lever 30, the wheels 8 all stand at 20
toothed ends of the dogs 54 as the wheels 8 pass Zero, the actuating segment 3 f is at its lower
most limit of travel, and the operating lever is
to either side of zero.
For this reason means is provided in the form in a Substantially vertical position, as shown in
of the arms 62 and cam 44 which not only locks Fig. 4.
The operating lever 3 is now restored in 25
25 the shaft 48 against rotation, but more impor
tant still, locks the clutch-control member or clockwise direction to its normal position, to
blade 56 in its outermost position so that its gether with the actuating segment 3, which
rounded outer edge completes the peripheral Sur latter imparts a complete rotation in the reverse
face of the shaft 48 and masks the shoulder 52 (counter-clockwise) direction to the clearing pin
30 to eliminate any contact of the dogs 54 therewith. ion 49 and slotted clearing shaft 48, to return 30
The outer edge of the clutch-control blade 56 thern to their normal positions.
The slot in the shaft, during such counter
at its ends, Strikes against the left hand Side
frame 3 (Fig. 2) and against the inner periphery clockwise rotation, merely lifts the clutch dogs
Of the hub 5) of the pinion 49 to arrest the blade 54 as the slot escapes therefrom, due to the in
35 With its outer edge in proper position.
clination of the teeth of the dogs, as shown at 35
The operating segment 3 is in constant mesh 75 in Figs. 3 and 5, the spring-pressed detents 4
with the pinion 49 of the totalizer supporting and (Fig. 1) Serving to retain the wheels 8 in their
clearing shaft 48, the relation being Such that adjusted Zero positions, during such reverse rota
When the operating segment is in its normal po tion of the shaft.
AS the actuating segment 3 reaches its home 40
40 sition at One end of its travel, (the upper end, in
the embodiment shown in Fig. 1), the open side position, its arm 36 contacts the hub 35 and ar
of the slot 5 is uppermost, and when the dogs 54 rests the segment.
Meanwhile, just prior to the arrival of the
are then alined with the slot, the Zeros on the
Operating lever 30 in its normal position, the cam
Wheels 8 are at the sight opening 5.
slightly clockwise or spirally of the pivot 63 rela
tively to the remaining arm.
The Operation of the invention may be under

45

50

55

60

Addition and subtraction of amounts on the
totalizer turns the wheels 8 on the shaft 48 so

44 on the operating lever wipes over the finger
68 of the blade-controlling bail 6, 62 to raise the

that the toothed ends of the dogs may lie at any arms 62 so that their free ends enter the Wide
kerfs 53 at the ends of slot 5 and contact the
of ten positions circumferentially of the shaft.
In resetting the wheels to zero, the operator lower ends of the depending extensions 57 of
SWings the actuator or handle 30 from the position the clutch-control blade 56 to shift the latter
shown in Fig. 1 to that shown in full lines in radially OutWardly of its slot 5, So that its con
VeX Outer edge Will fill up or close the slot and
Fig. 2.
The first Step of travel of the actuator 30 in complete the periphery of the shaft 48.
The kerfs 53 in the shaft 5, and the slot 63
COUnter-clockwise direction to the dotted line
position shown in Fig. 4, has no effect upon the in the hlub of the pinion 49, are of sufficient width
actuator segment 3, due to the lost motion con to accommodate the ends of the blade-controlling
nection 33, 34, but does shift the cam 44 on the arms 62, as the shaft 48 nears its home position.
The rotation of the numeral Wheels 8 from
operator lever 30 to withdraw the high point of
the cam from contact with the finger 68 of the their “9” to their “0” positions just as the op
blade-controlling bail 6, 62, to free the latter erating lever 30 is reaching the end of its counter
clockwise Stroke, trips all the carrying mecha
to the action of its spring 64.

The spring thereupon rocks the bail 6, 62,

nisms 6, 8, but no carrying action can occur

lateral extensions 57 on the clutch-control blade

the can 44 operates upon the bail actuator 4 to
rock the latter counter-clockWise, The bail actu
ator 4, by its slot and pin connection 43 with

50

55

60

counter-clockwise, withdrawing the free ends of at this time, because, during the travel of the
the supporting arms 62 from the lower ends of the operating lever 30 in counter-clockwise direction,
65

56, whereupon the springS 58 force the blade
radially inwardly until it seats on the bottom of
the slot 5 in the shaft 48.

the carry-restoring bail 37, rocks the restoring

The springs 58 assist the spring 64 in rocking bail clockwise, so that by the time the carrying
70 the supporting arms downwardly, and cause the mechanisms are tripped, the restoring bail lies 70
masking or clutch-control blade to follow until adjacent the free angularly disposed ends of the
arrested by its seat in the bottom of the slot 5, bell crank arms 9 and operates to at once restore
thus avoiding loss of time in withdrawing the the tripped carrying mechanisms before they have
filler from the open side of the slot, and in un advanced Sufficiently to effect a carry.
The operating lever 30, on its return to nor 75
75 masking the shoulder 52 of the shaft 48.
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to assume its unmasking position; means to ro Wheel; and means to turn the shaft to cause one
tate the shaft, including relatively movable actu Wall of the slot to engage the dogs and return
ating and operating members; a cam operable by the Wheels to Zero; of means adjustably accom

O

the operating member; and means operable by the modated in the slot, which means, in One of its
Cam, to normally hold the clutch-control means positions lies below the outer end of the slot to
enable one Wall to engage the dogs, and to close
in its masking position.
12. In a Zero setting mechanism, the combina the slot against the entry of the dogs, When in an
tion with a rotatable, slotted shaft; means to Other position; means to normally retain the ad
rotate the shaft; a series of denominational justable means in position to close the slot; and
wheels journaled on the shaft; and clutch mem means to release the retaining means, to enable
bers on the respective wheels, with which one wall the adjustable means to move to its first-named
of the slot co-acts during rotation in one direction position.
17. In a Zero setting mechanism, the combina
to restore the Wheels to Zero; of a longitudinally
extending blade seated in and radially movable tion with a slotted Shaft; a numeral wheel jour
of the shaft, to control the clutching action be naled on the shaft; and a clutch member on the
tween the wall of the slot and the wheels; and Wheel to engage the slot in the shaft; means to
means to shift the blade to enable and to prevent

the clutching action, respectively.
20

13. In a zero setting mechanism, the combina
tion with denominational wheels; of a rotatable,
slotted shaft; clutch dogs on the wheels adapted
to engage the slot to enable the shaft to return
the wheels to zero; a masking member shiftably

mounted in the slot in the Shaft to open and close
the slot; shaft-rotating means; and means to
shift the masking member to enable, and to pre
vent engagement of the clutch dogs and shaft,
respectively.
14. In a zero setting mechanism, the combina
30 tion with a rotatable, slotted shaft; means to
rotate the shaft; a series of denominational
Wheels journaled on the shaft; and clutch mem
bers on the wheels adapted to be engaged by One
Wall of the slot, to return the Wheels to Zero; of
a clutch-control member seated in, and adapted
for movement radially of, the slot to mask and
unmask the slot; and means operable relatively
to the clutch-control member to shift the latter
to mask the slot, and disengage the clutch men
40 bers therefrom, the last-named means effective
in one of its positions, to lock the shaft against

25

rotation.
45

15. In a zero setting mechanism, the combina
tion. With a rotatable, slotted shaft; means to ro
tate the shaft; a series of denominational wheels

journaled on the shaft; and clutch members on

the Wheels adapted to be engaged by One Wall of
the slot in the shaft, constituting a co-acting

50

clutch member, to return the wheels to Zero; of
a clutch-control member seated in, and adapted
for movement radially of, the slot, to mask the
slot, and positively disengage the clutch members,
and to unmask the slot to enable co-action of the
clutch memberS.

55

60

16. In a zero-resetting mechanism for registers,
the combination with a rotatable, slotted Zero
resetting shaft; a plurality of denominational
wheels journaled thereon; a Zero-resetting dog
mounted on each. Wheel, and having a tooth nor

mally tending to engage either wall of the slot,
depending upon the direction of rotation of the

0

rotate the shaft in one direction to cause its slot

to engage the clutch member on the Wheel, and
return the wheel to Zero, and then reversely rotate
the shaft to its initial position; of means to nor
mally mask the slot; and means to shift the mask
ing means alternately from and to its masking
position in timed relation. With the beginning and
termination of the rotation of the shaft, to enable

20

co-action between the slot and the clutch mem 25

ber, and to disengage the clutch member from
the Slot and mask the latter.

18. In a zero-resetting mechanism, the combi
nation with a rotatable, slotted shaft; and means
to rotate the shaft; of a Series of denominational 30
Wheels journaled on the shaft for rotation in
either direction; engaging members on the re
Spective Wheels, in contact. With the Shaft, and
engageable thereby to restore the wheels to zero
as the shaft is rotated; a control member in addi 35
tion to the engaging members, having at least two
positions, in one of which it enables engagement

of the engaging members and the shaft, and in
the other of Which it positively controls the en
gaging members to prevent engagement thereof

40

and the shaft; and means to shift the control
member to either of Said positions.
19. In a Zero-resetting mechanism, the con
bination of a rotatable, shouldered shaft; means
to rotate the shaft; a Series of denominational 45
wheels journaled on the shaft for rotation in

either direction; clutch members shiftably
mounted on the wheels, and in contact with the
shaft the shoulder on the shaft constituting a
clutch member to co-act with the clutch members
on the wheels to return the Wheels to Zero; and a
clutch-control member, in addition to the co
acting clutch members, Seated in, and radially
Shiftable relatively to the shaft, and clutch mem
bers to control co-action between the co-acting
clutch members; and means to shift the clutch
control member to enable and to prevent co
action between the co-acting clutch members,
respectively.
LAWRENCE E. LENTZ.
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